All About Puppys
Contract and Guarantee for a puppy that the cost was $500.00 or more
Buyer_______________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
(Buyer's name, address, and phone number)
The buyer agrees to purchase from the seller the following puppy:
Breed________________ D.O.B._____________ Sex________
Color________________ Registration #________________ Amount of Sale: $___________
Tax:_____________
Total $___________
Parents name_________________________________________________________________
Buyer understands that a non-refundable deposit of $__________ will be due in order to hold
the puppy until he/she is ready to go home_________. Balance must be made in full in cash or
paypal before the buyer may take ownership of said puppy.
Buyer is aware that said puppy is being sold only as a PET. The breeder (seller) cannot
guarantee adult size or weight. The breeder (seller) guarantee does not cover ears that may not
stand, retained testicles, or over/under bites. The said dog is being purchased as a PET and not a
show dog or breeding dog.
______________
The breeder (seller) certifies that said puppy is in good health and has been immunized and dewormed as stated on the accompanying health record. The buyer agrees to have the said puppy
examined by a DVM within three days of the purchases date above. If the DVM finds the said
puppy healthy the breeder (seller) will no longer assume responsibility for the health or any
DVM bills of the said puppy. Breeder must receive a copy of the DVM visit with in 1 week of
receiving the puppy or the guarantee is null and void. ______________
The breeder (seller) is not responsible for contagious diseases diagnosed after the required
DVM examination of three days from the purchase date. Heat related illnesses, ear infections,
eye infections, cherry eye, coccidiosis, giardia, hypoglycemia, worms is also not recovered. If
you buy a puppy with a umbilical or inguinal hernia the cost of fixing this is at buyers expense.
Your puppy is not fully protected until it has had its third vaccine, so no dog parks, road side
rest and hold your new puppy at your DVM other dogs maybe there because they are sick.
_______________

Up to the age of 1 year, a replacement puppy will be given upon the first available litter. The
return of the defective puppy will be REQUIRED, along with the registration papers, letter from
buyers DVM about the problem with in 1 week at buyers expense. To qualify for a replacement
puppy please notify the breeder (seller) of the situation immediately. In all cases the breeder
(seller) reserves the right to have the puppy examined by their DVM at the buyers expense. If
the buyer requests a replacement puppy under this agreement and the preferred DVM finds that
the defect is NOT genetic, caused by an unrelated trauma, stress, neglect abuse, or any NON
inherited factor, this guarantee is null and void without effect and will NOT be honored by the
breeder (seller). Buyer will be responsible for any shipping cost ______________
To be covered by this guarantee the said puppy must be owned by the person who originally
purchased the said puppy from the breeder (seller). The said puppy must have all times received
proper nutrition, current vaccinations, regular worming including heart worm prevention, and
yearly veterinarian visits that can be proven. Feed Purina Pro Plan Lamb & Rice All Life Stages
Dog Food must have been feed, Revolution for heart guard and fleas and also given NuVet Plus
vitamins. The puppy must be raised in a healthy living environment and proper exercise.
____________________
If court action is initiated for any reason, it is to take place in the county of the breeder and the
buyer is responsible for any and all attorney fees, court cost and other expenses that occurred
for the breeder and buyer.
By signing and initialing this contract, the buyer is aware and agres to uphold the terms and
conditions herein.
Breeder (seller)____________________________ Buyer_____________________________
Date _________________________________ Date ______________________________
NOTE: Please do not hesitate to call with any questions or concerns you may have with the
purchase of your new family pet! 330-432-7674

